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ear Larry, 

I read two two O.Dh wire-service versions of Lu Palmer' s story on the llumpton-Clark 
citizens' comsit 	after supper. It is ''onesso+f, those,...thins .here;, one is oo sorry to have 
been right. But it was as predictable as pushing buttons. I was Wtiting. COUP, which appeared 

condensed ( :!) as fkili4111-15P, when that was hapenirie: - I' referred to that Cpmeiseion as a 

flock of capons who tried to crow like tough cocks but wou4 barely surer: on a respectable 

cackle. (One who took the lead and is not mentioned i:d Palralr's stuff on"the wire is 
Conyers. i auess he was leading as lone as there were headliaps.) 

At that tiee there was no mention of a staff. Great that they hnd one. If they have the 
courage to do a bit more than leak some of their work. They could pint that thing for 

relatively little. I'd be plan to show teem how to save all typesetting costs, if ,sou know 

any of them and they have the backbone. 

The Times story says it got a cony of the final,three-volume draft. AAide from this 

it says little the wire version (I preeume condensed) doesn't say under Palmerlo name. 

All versions mis the obvious inspiration, the thing that was the Ueae Live-away to 
me that something mote had to happen, first the FBI raid onxthose same headquarters and the 

trashing and robbing and second that nothing. of the sort dared be undertaken once the 
civil-rights act was passed without the at least tacit understand hoover wanted it. 

As a matter of fact, if I correctly remember my reading of the federal ;rand--jury 

report, there remains a considerable overstatement in the concession that one shot was fired 

by the besieged. Tee eost that can be said io that one shor might have been fired from 
the shotgun loaded with a deer slug. But by whom it was fired and, in fact, if it was 

really fired, was by no means certain. 

It has been a long tie since I read that federal report. I marked it then. I a:. not 
certain that today I'd recognize the purpose of narking it at each and every point. But 

if any black writer over gets the gumption to go into tieie end other such cases, I'll, be 

glad to eelp. This will not extend to the mailing of single-copies files, like that 

report and some clipeings }:iles. 

due of the discouragemants has been the refusal of any *blacks 	interest theliselvee 
in any other then headline and rhetorical ways. By now it is more team. obvious thet 'ehere 
was a helluva book in this and it could have been out lone; at  And ShOULLX have been. But 

the situation hoz almost co:;.:; to the point where any black thinks he maintains his self 
respect and discharges his responsibilities in full if he says, "'Ahitey eid it." That is 
tho end. It C311S11V;TS 

cavern the Howard professor presented so bravely in one of the accounts. e had ey experiences 
with that law school long, long ago. The local iiie-LOP head, a bright yeweg xl, was turned 
on by the first art of COUP. ne returned to howard to take iii13 Ins degree. 	asked what 

he could. do. I said get some members of the faculty to handle some freedom of iefoie.ation 
suits for ee oe this stuff. "e phoned back to say that none woule. Later, after ref uolea to 
for a long time, going back to before the 1968 election, xsud filed the one on the i,dng 

et.::;terial for me. 

and havina heard. nothing 	it with aleindionst so euch 	"Git:: W:WS, I'm dejecteu by 
today' :3 j210-1 COLI.Ittee testimony, on which I was not coneulted 	 einre every reason 

to ere LL 	cl C.; a 0S  were the ::;i1bit:Jet. of the testimony). If the 6.0 CALLA,  -lit 	 iL; 
V.:kit should and could have been eaeo was, 1 can,  t cenceive 	:Lot having heard. a eork of 

on the radio, to 	liS t;.110(.1 for two hours while woreine outsiac this p.m. with a.m. 
testieony. Yee!. knee part of chat is beyond eueetion. In the topical context Lulu. _it'll the forum 

of a coeeittee, no i  have to tel you what kind of news could have been eeeeratedi 

doe' t hit 'em all rj eht. eiejudged reaction to the eixon busing eeee 	al uah 
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I correctly forecast exactly what he would and would not say. When only the capon aL:ain 
pretend to cackle.... 

The Hampton—nark case deserved and belongs in' a larger context. There wore other, 
similar affairs at close to the same time. Jacksop.,. 	Orleans, Otc. 

As I think told you, I tried with Palmer and .0autt and found no interest. BO 
single black reporter has interviewed no on my "ing work. 4ly one black show has, ai;cd 
me, and that for 5 minutes. Just today, more than a year at 	thu look ap.x.ared and' when it 
is deau, I finally of a reaction from WTOP—TV in Washington, for a next—month's appearance. 
With a crooked published and a dead book that will be real profitable. I'll be out my 
travel expenses and can't Lake anything on it. But ho % the hell can sI say no? 

Anyway, don't go to trouble on thi.;. If the stories as they app ared in the paper 
are more complete than as on the wire, I'd like them for file copies only, on the cisncu that 
at some time either and established black -.Ater will feel his balls or a yothng une will 
feel his bleed and I can then help better. 

If I sound iiiscouraged,,I an and I'm tired. 12,ut it never lasts long. 

l'estP 


